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A total of 220 participants came
together on the weekend of 10-11
September in the Steiermarkhof in
Graz, which is somewhat decen-
trally located in the countryside, to
immerse themselves in the topics
of "Cosmic Energy in Technology
and Healing". Conclusion: a com-
plete success with an enthusiastic
atmosphere!

The importance of the tie

Even before the official welcome,
Inge Schneider pointed out a peculi-
arity of her outfit. The WEF in Davos
is not particularly popular in her cir-
cles, but one had read in the press
that a casual style of dress is gene-
rally observed there and only the
most important participants - heads
of state, for example - appear in a
tie. She does it the other way round:
by wearing a tie, she hopes to
emphasise her importance - this is
of course a joke, she said, which the
audience also acknowledged with
laughter.

Adolf Schneider welcomed partici-
pants from Germany, Austria, Swit-
zerland, Luxembourg, Italy, Romania,
Hungary and Slovenia - almost all of
them had flags on the speaker's
table. 

Inge Schneider welcomed three
people in particular: Willy Mohorn,
the president of the Austrian Asso-
ciation for Space Energy, who had
massively promoted the congress;
Detlef Scholz of "raum & zeit",
whose special issue "Naturener-

gien nutzen" contains topics that
will also be discussed at this con-
gress; and Bart Berten, their first
sub-licensee of the Marukhin tech-
nology and now dear cooperation
partner, with whom together they
can finally help a free energy tech-
nology achieve a breakthrough.
The book "Fundamentals of Free
Energy" by the Austrian authors
Harald Chmela and Wolfgang
Wiedergut in her hand, she referred
to the new edition just published by
Jupiter-Verlag. She thanked the
team that was responsible for the
smooth running of the Congress:
Susanna Martin, Gabriele Schröter,
Dagmar Kuhn, the photographer
Rio Werner Hauser (thank you for
the great photos!) and the Austri-
ans Stefan Ressler and Michael
Zimonic. 

Adolf Schneider also thanked
Peter Kaiser from the Tesla Society
Switzerland, whose Tesla exhibition
they were again able to show. 

Space energy - the ultimate
energy of the future

Willy Mohorn was greeted with
warm applause from the audience. In
fact, the participants agreed afterwards
that his lecture was a basic presenta-
tion that laid the foundation of under-
standing what free energy actually is.
With his Aquapol drainage system, of
which he has already sold 56,000 units,
he has been proving for more than 30
years that space energy can be used
without the supply of electricity.

Space energy is "ultimate" because
it interacts with matter. Although it has
long been proven and was already
used by Nikola Tesla, it is still ignored
by school physics today. Yet our galaxy
is kept running by space energy. A
symbol for this is the torus.

He speaks of Prakriti from the Vedas
(the oldest religious scriptures on
earth), the eternal and all-pervading
physical primordial energy with which
the universe was created. It is the dri-
ving force for all future forms of energy
and matter (as Nikola Tesla also recog-
nised). In the Aquapol® generator, for
example, the so-called gravomagne-
tism works, one of the (many) manife-
stations of space energy. Weltweit über
tausend  denkmalgeschützte Gebäude

Inspiring Graz Congress 
10-11 September 2022

Adolf and Inge Schneider welcomed a total of 220 participants to the Graz Congress.
Photo: Michelle Mohorn

The organisers are pleased with the great
response.      Photo: Michelle Mohorn

The book "Fundamentals of Free Energy"
by the Austrian authors Harald Chmela
and Wolfgang Wiedergut, which had
been out of print since 2004 and was
newly published by Jupiter-Verlag, was
published in time for the congress.



wie das Parlamentsgebäude in Buda-
pest, das Schloss Reitenau und viele
andere wurden mit diesem Verfahren
der kapillaren Mauerentfeuchtung
getrocknet.

As further space energy technolo-
gy, he mentioned the Jupiter genera-
tor by Rolf Kranen, but also the auto-
nomous energy generator by Max-
well Sangulani Chikumbutso from
Zimbabwe, which is presented in the
film "Thrive II". 

Finally, he presents the most
recent three-year research project in
Israel: 6 weeks without rainfall, and
the soil moisture had increased signi-
ficantly due to the set-up Aquapol®
generator for soil humidification up to
a depth of 2 metres! It caused (in the
medium term) up to 60% higher
yields in the fruit harvest and savings
in groundwater. It would be possible
to make the desert fertile with this
process. He is looking for investors
for this.

In the lively discussion, Stefan
Ressler asked where he got the infor-
mation to develop his system and
how he managed to implement it
technically? Willy Mohorn only ans-
wered that he believed in reincarna-
tion...

To the question of another partici-
pant whether one could also heat
with Aquapol, he answered: No, you
need a different technology for that. 

www.aquapol-international.com
and www.oevr.at

Solar thermal energy in year-
round use

It is obvious that the solar thermal
process by solar expert Gebhard
Keckeis, which has been tested in
practice several times, is gaining
importance in the energy crisis. He
had already presented the process at
the congress of 18/19 June in Stutt-
gart (see "NET-Journal", No. 7/81),
so we will be brief here.

Adolf Schneider introduced Geb-

hard Keckeis as the winner of the
Solar Energy Award 2018. The spea-
ker explained that it was about ener-
gy cycles and that he, as a child of
nature, had found his own way to do
this. It corresponds to his basic ethi-
cal attitude to use solar energy, which
the cosmos provides free of charge.
By storing the solar energy in the
masonry and gravel under the buil-
dings in summer, the energy is avai-
lable in winter. This results in an
energy cycle.

Gravity heating is also part of his
concept. He explains that he equips
two to three houses with it every year.
In 1998, he built his first house of the
future, the "Linsenhaus", which has
been functioning self-sufficiently in
terms of energy since then. 

For self-sufficient operation, his
buildings require just wood as buil-

ding material, a solar system and a
concrete storage tank. Depending
on the subsoil, an energy storage
capacity of 50 to 100 kW/m3 is
achieved. At the natural cosmetics
manufacturer Metzler in Egg/Vorarl-
berg, the gravel box has a storage
volume of 75 kW/m3. "This results in
a storage capacity of 65,000 kWh
there," says Gebhard Keckeis. A clo-
sed solar-energy cycle takes place
there. With a usable area of 280 m2
, the energy costs amount to just
180 euros/year.

He addresses the participants with
the appeal: "It is up to us to use solar
energy sensibly". 

In the discussion, some of the par-
ticipants mainly refer to the speaker's
great wealth of experience, which
has the consequence that the pro-
cess is hardly ever used outside his
company.www.energie-werkstatt.at/

Resonance products - a
basic principle of free energy

All one can say about this product
is: small cause, big effect! Dipl.-Ing.
Joachim Wagner first expressed his
delight at the lecture by Gebhard
Keckeis, who had made it clear that
there is enough energy in the univer-
se. Joachim Wagner uses this energy
in the form of a chip, the "Harmony
Chip", which can be most closely
associated with quantum physics. He
mentioned his recently deceased
mentor Karma Singh, who had contri-
buted significantly to the development
of the legendary Harmony Chip. Geo-
metry plays a role, he said, but above
all the chip's property of restarting the
flow of electrons in electrical and orga-
nic systems (technology and health).
As an example, he mentioned the
effect of the chip on trade fair visitors.
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Ing. Willy Mohorn calls on investors to
participate in his desert greening project
in Israel.

Photo: Michelle Mohorn

The "Linsenhaus" was built in 1998 by G.
Keckeis as a self-sufficient house of the
future. 

Solar expert Gebhard Keckeis points the
way to the energy future with his solar
storage.
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Their energy levels were recorded
by computer measurement. After-
wards, the Harmony chip was fixed
on their backs for five minutes. The
subsequent computer measure-
ment showed a much higher energy
level.

It is a fact that the chip resonates
with the system or the organism.
There are many positive reports2,3.
The technology is optimised, electros-
mog dissolves, water veins are redu-
ced, etc. 

In response to a question from a
participant in the discussion as to
whether the Harmony Chip has an
effect on the energy state of the
human being, Joachim Wagner rep-
lied that the chip brings human energy
to life. This has also been shown with
athletes. 

www.harmonyunited.com

Plant code decoded!

Chrissie and Dr Fritz Florian
have jointly developed a method to
make plants grow as they did in pri-
meval times. Read also the report
on the lecture at the congress of
18/19 June in Stuttgart in No. 7/81.
As there, Dr. Fritz Florian also sho-
wed the professionally designed

film "Bio-Tesla-Technology" in
Graz, which clearly shows all the
connections of primeval plant
growth and its applicability
today4,5. See also the article
"Weisses Rauschen bewirkt Leben"
in the "NET-Journal", No. 7/8 2021,
on the newly published book
"Pflanzencode entschlüsselt "6 by
Jupiter-Verlag, which shows that
germination only takes place via
bioresonance.

Conclusion: Natural seeds germi-
nate and grow very slowly. However,

when they are exposed to low-fre-
quency electromagnetic fields before
sowing, their growth accelerates
rapidly. 

The whole thing actually started
with an experiment by Chrissie Flori-
an, who found that suffering plants
could be revitalised in two seconds
by placing an aluminium cone over
them. 

According to Dr. Fritz Florian,
the same was then found with
trees and vines that were wrapped
in aluminium foil. The user can
easily do the experiments himself
by obtaining the KeimMiBio reso-
nance cultivation set from Dr. Flo-
rian. This provides natural condi-
tions for seed germination and
plant growth by:

1. converting white noise into sca-
lar waves;

2. correct scalar or longitudinal
germination frequencies;

3. correct dosage of light, water,
soil, temperature.

He said that he had received
hundreds of e-mails from people
who had successfully reproduced
his experiments after using the
KeimMiBio resonance cultivation
set. Finally, Dr Fritz Florian refer-
red to the vexed topic of waste
food. All kinds of vegetables and
fruit stay fresh longer in aluminium
foil and do not have to be thrown
away.

http://pflanzencode.xara.hosting

Picture 1: The energy level of visitors to
the trade fair was measured by computer.
Joachim Wagner holds the Harmony chip
in his left hand.

Picture 2: Afterwards, the Harmony chip
was fixed on the back of the fair visitors
for five minutes.

Figure 3: The computer measurement
carried out afterwards showed a signifi-
cantly increased energy level.

Dr Fritz Florian and Chrissie with a home-
grown plant.

The couple Fritz and Chrissie Florian
thanked the organisers with a bottle of
pumpkin oil and a plant they had grown
themselves.



Greeny Garden - the plant
revolution at home with the
help of Tesla coils

Silvie Müller brought a breath of
fresh air to the congress. Presen-
ting the greeny plant revolution, she
herself seemed to resemble a plant
in a green outfit with root-like hair.
She wanted to support the body to
find its way back to healing. With
Greeny Vertical Farming, everyone
can grow healthy plants at home
and thus become independent of
supply chains and pre-traced paths.
The Greeny Garden ensures that
everyone can have high-quality
organic vegetables, such as herbs,
tomatoes, cucumbers, salads and
much more, freshly harvested and

on their plates all year round!
Regardless of season and location,
the Greeny Garden makes it child's
play to grow nutrient-rich and heal-
thy vegetables, from seed to full-
grown plant. 

When she read an interview with a
Swiss pioneer about this in a magazi-
ne, she was electrified. She realised
that she herself was missing this pro-
duct for self-sufficiency. This worldwi-
de unique growing system is not only
a necessary method of planting, but
also fun. Her goal, and the goal of
many others, is to leave no footprint
on the earth. . 

The integrated Tesla coil ena-
bles faster plant growth, and the

Greeny-Garden is combined with
the high-frequency technology
developed by Arthur Tränkle with
an optimally designed water circu-
it. Heavy metals, hormones, etc.
are filtered out. The method requi-
res 95% less water than the 60 m2
area otherwise needed for this
cultivation. In addition, the vegeta-
bles and fruits grown in the Gree-
ny-Garden are much tastier and
larger. Silvie Müller had brought
thirty-three tomatoes in a basket.
One tomato from the Greeny Gar-
den has the same vitamins and
the same nutritional value as 33
tomatoes from the organic food
shop.

Silvie expresses her enthusiasm for
the German entrepreneur and visiona-
ry Uli Schwartau, who started the verti-
cal garden project in Mallorca, which is
now spreading across the globe. He
and other pioneers of greeny garde-
ning have other ideas for self-sufficien-
cy. For example, salt-water batteries
are to be printed and produced them-
selves with 4D printers to generate
energy, and much more. Uli Schwartau
has grown 800 tomato plants from one
bunch of tomatoes. All in all: a new
world! This is based on cooperation
and mutual support. People today are
uncertain, also about the future value
of their money. Here they can invest
their money sensibly.  Silvie herself
belongs to one of the first neighbour-
hood manufactories that produce
Greeny-Garden. 

The participants are visibly impres-
sed by the authentic and touching
presentation and afterwards also visit
the stand of Silvie Müller and team in
front of the hall.

www.lebeautark.greenyplus.shop/
aboutme

Breakthrough technology
for the energy transition

Hartmut Dobler, CEO of E-Cat-
Deutschland GmbH, had already
given a presentation on the Rosch
buoyancy power plant at the Stuttgart
Congress on 18/19 June. Read the
report on this in the "NET-Journal "1.
In 2016, an autonomous 8-metre-
high plant stood for a few months in
Spich near Cologne with an input of 4
kW and an output of 65 kW. However,
the company could not make a living
in Germany, so it moved to Thailand,
where it has already commissioned a
100 kW and a 500 kW power plant.
These plants have been tested by
SGS and TÜV. They have a COP of
about 60:1. In a time of energy scar-
city and impending electricity shorta-
ges, one might expect, according to
the speaker, that politicians would
pounce on such technologies. But
the opposite was the case. Instead,
there was a character assassination
campaign against the company in
Germany. Yet the KPP (Kinetic Power
Plant) is the problem solver par
excellence: it produces no emissions
and no hazardous waste and runs
continuously, around the clock. Con-
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Silvie Müller shows a basket with 33
tomatoes and explains that one tomato
from the Greeny-Garden contains as
much nutritional value and vitamins as 33
tomatoes from the organic food shop.

Silvie Müller at the Greeny stand in front of the congress hall.
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clusion: "We have entrepreneurs, but
not brave ones!" 

A 20 MW plant is under con-
struction in Thailand. The techno-
logy, which can be purchased from
5 MW and consists of 500 kW
modules, has its price. It costs 20
million euros. Fortunately, the
Thai government is promoting this
technology because a lot of elec-
tricity is needed in the country and
in remote areas. He concludes by
saying that investors are being
sought who can block at least 30
million euros for financing plants
in Europe.plant. 

www.e-cat-deutschland.de

The Highlight!

The highlight of the congress was
not an energy machine, but the
appearance of Willy Mohorn as a
singer, who accompanied himself
on the guitar. 

Immediately the audience started
clapping their hands in time, the
smallest participant was given a rat-
chet in his hand and Andi Daniel on
the piano set the snappy rhythm.
You could see all the smiling faces.

Everyone knew the melody "The
Old House of Rocky Mocky", but the
fact that Willy Mohorn had written
his own lyrics to it was lost in the
jubilation and hubbub. That's why
we are reproducing the text here
1:1, because it's worth it. Once
again, congratulations and admira-
tion to Willy for his original humo-
rous poetry!

1. This house is damp and musty,
yes, the dampness is getting to
it; And the people are not well in
it, and it gives you no peace!
This house is cold and draughty,
And the plaster is falling off the
wall, And the mould is making peo-
ple sick.
Refrain: Rocky Mocky's damp
house has seen a lot, no wonder
it's musty, no wonder it shakes,
Rocky Mocky's damp house has
seen a lot, but this mustiness, it's
got to go!

2. This house needs urgent help, 
this house needs Aquapol,
this house doesn't want any inter-
vention, I'll get the consultant,
this house wants to get dry without
metal panels, 
and with chemicals and electricity 
and electricity.
Refrain: The damp house of Rocky
Mocky has already experienced
many things...

3. This house is happy today becau-
se it now looks gorgeous,
Aquapol is now in the house and
the wall dampness is out!
All the people, the dog and the
cats feel very comfortable now,
because the Aquapol is already
hanging in the house!
Refrain: The damp house of Rocky
Mocky has already experienced
many things, now it has dry walls
and today it's shaking with joy,
Rocky Mocky's old house has
seen a lot of things,
But this feel-good state, it'll never
go away.

4. The moral of the story: If you have
Aquapol in your house, despite the
critical voices, it will drive the wall
moisture out. Nature knows better,
only science says no, but the house
feels good and also quite fine!
The old house of Rocky Mocky...

5. The congress in this hall is finally
getting underway,
Free energy is today's topic, now
it's falling into everyone's lap,
Everybody's waiting to see what
this Saturday will bring,
but in the meantime we sing this
new refrain:
Refrain: The great hall of the
Steiermarkhooof has already
experienced many things,
if the walls could speak,
the floor shakes with joy,
the great hall of the Steiermarkho-
oof has seen many things,
But this free-energy congress, it
leaves mouths agape!

Not only the smallest participant was impressed by Hartmut Dobler's explanations
about Rosch's autonomous buoyancy power plant. A model of the paternoster is visi-
ble in the background. 

Willy Mohorn surprised everyone with his
skilful free energy song!



6. if you want to know how to use free
energy, listen to all the speakers at
your leisure; 

and if at the end of the day you
are also very satisfied, 

why don't you tell your grand-
mother and your dear child?

The large hall of the Steiermar-
khooof has experienced many things,

when the walls could speak,
the floor shakes with joy;

the great hall of the Steiermar-
khooof has seen many things,

but this free-energy congress is
a mouthful.

When the congress is over, everybo-
dy goes home happy, everybody makes
plans what to do at home, whether to
invest in Rossi's cube or in the super-
boiler, if there's not enough money, then
pedal on the home bike and produce
electricity. Refrain...

Applause followed without end!

Free energy in the home
and in industry

With his song, Willy Mohorn had, as
it were, introduced the following pre-
sentations by Adolf and Inge Schneider
and Bart Berten. Compared to the lec-
ture Adolf Schneider had given at the
Congress of 18/19 June in Stuttgart1 ,
he was able to report something new
on the subject of magnetic motors, in
that they invited Dennis Danzik, the
inventor of the IEC magnetic motor to
the next Congress on 17/18 June 2023
in Stuttgart-Fellbach - and he accepted!
This magnetic motor has an output of
between 8 and 25 kW, depending on
the setting of the number of revolutions,
and has a COP of 48:1.

As far as the magnetic motors of
Infinity SAV from South Korea are
concerned, there is contradictory
information. On the one hand, this
division is said to have been bought
up by a large corporation after the
death of the inventor Andrii Slobodjan.
A distributor is said to have access to
the purchasable generators, but has
not yet delivered anything. On the
other hand, Infinity SAV's worldwide
distributors are trying to get the mag-
netic motor ready for series produc-
tion. Roberto Reuter of GAIA will
report more on this on Sunday. See
also the report starting on page 23!

New  products from Andrea Rossi!

Andrea Rossi presented the 100
WKLeps, which require just 1 W of
input, in an online demo on 9
December 2021. The efficiency of
100:1 was confirmed by the Univer-
sity of Bologna. A super thing, if it
weren't for the crux that Andrea
Rossi only delivers when he has
reached 1 million orders. At the
moment, more than 800,000 orders
are said to have been received, but
Andrea Rossi does not disclose cur-
rent figures even to the organisers
who are friends of his. Probably to
make up for the gap, he has now
scaled this technology down to a 10
W generator (cost: 25 USD) and up
to a 1 and 2 MW system.
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Ing. Willy Mohorn sings the free energy song: You had to see and hear that! 

Die begeisterten Veranstalter danken
Willy Mohorn für seine Performance.

Andrea Rossi now also offers 1- and 2-MW units: 1 MW consists of 10,000 and 2 MW
of 20,000 SKLeps.
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The 1 MW unit contains 10,000
SKLeps and costs 2.5 million USD, and
the 2 MW unit is equipped with 20,000
SKLeps and costs 5 million USD.
Andrea Rossi apparently hopes to
increase the number of SKLeps in
order to soon reach the 1 million mark
in orders.

Adolf, in agreement with Andrea
Rossi, had started a collective
order of the 100 SKLeps (so far
more than 3'000 SKLeps have been
ordered) and had answered hund-
reds of e-mails and questions for
months (on a voluntary basis!) and

dedicated hundreds of working
hours to this cause altogether.
Nevertheless, readers and con-
gress participants still asked ques-
tions about how it works. For exam-
ple, Stefan Ressler from the Austri-
an team asked if there was a sim-
ple description. Fortunately, project
manager Martina Haberler-Maier
was among the participants. She
had put together a simple descrip-
tion of SKLeps and Free Energy in
cooperation with Adolf, see:

www.borderlands.de/Links/
SKLep-fuer-Laien.pdf

State of the art Marukhin
technology

Adolf Schneider led over to this
autonomous 1 MW technology by
Dr. V. V. Marukhin by explaining its
function on the basis of the hydrau-
lic ram operated in agriculture. Dr
Marukhin designed a system in
which the shock valve was replaced
by an internally oscillating valve. In
a first phase, Dr Marukhin started
building large-scale systems that
had to be sunk into the sea from
2003. After in-depth studies, Dr
Marukhin and team developed a
highly compressed, closed system
in 2008, in which the pressure of
3,000 bar is artificially generated.
Even then, he and his team pres-
ented this technology to the Russi-
an government under D. A. Medve-
dev and V. Putin. But they rejected
this development with reference to
their income from oil and gas. Due
to this non-acceptance, the techno-
logy disappeared underground and
individual licences were sold in
secret only to a few Russian com-
panies. Dr. V. V. Marukhin and his
team formed a holding company
that moved to Tenerife, where they
continue to sell and demonstrate
large-scale plants.

Therefore, there was no demo plant
of the compressed version when Adolf
and Inge Schneider met with other ent-
repreneurs with Dr. V. V. Marukhin in
Moscow in 2016 to enter into licensing
negotiations. 

Stefan Ressler from the Austrian team
was interested in a simple description of
the SKLep.

In her description, Martina Haberler-Maier places the SKLeps in the context of Nikola
Tesla's developments. 

In her description, Martina Haberler-Maier places the SKLeps in the context of Nikola
Tesla's developments.  She asks: Free energy - what is that?
see: wwww.borderlands.de/Links/SKLep-fuer-Laien.pdf



Dr.-Ing. V. Koutienkov, who built and
is building HEG devices, was also
there at the time. Convinced by the
technology, they then wrote the book
"The Eureka Machine" and published it
in the Jupiter publishing house.

They were then able to pay for
the general licence themselves in
2020 and have since secured it by
selling a sub-licence for Belgium
to Bart Berten and his investors.
So it had taken them a total of six
years to find a cooperation partner
in Bart Berten who was as convin-
ced of the technology as they
were, without having seen a demo
installation. However, his billionai-
re investors were only prepared to
transfer money after Bart had pro-
vided his own houses as collate-
ral.  

On 26 August, in the presence of
Dr.-Ing. V. Koutienkov, a meeting was
held in Frankfurt with 25 entrepreneurs
to implement the project.

Continued on next page.
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Some participants of the Entrepreneurs' Meeting of 26 August 2022 in Frankfurt. Far
left: Dr.-Ing. V. Koutienkov from Moscow. He has already built several 1 MW plants in
his production facility in Moscow.

Power Plus teflonises the engine and contributes to fuel savings (up to 20%!).

It is a proven (also by the editors) agent - a non-toxic special wax coating - to increase engi-
ne performance and savings for a mileage range of up to 100'000 km. It regenerates engines
with excessive fuel and oil consumption. According to company information, "the use of a sin-
gle pack of Power plus allows the user to save up to several thousand euros if he chooses the
easily possible eco-economic driving style. By optimising his machine, he also saves high
repair costs, which experience shows often enough add up to thousands more in the life of a
machine".

Many use the enormous increase in performance of their machine through Power plus (10-
20%) to drive more prudently, because they have understood that relieving the burden on our
environment is a top priority. Power plus is therefore at the forefront of environmentally friend-
ly products!

Power plus is a special hard wax in a specific formulation, which is added to the normal oil
of the engine and gearbox in a ratio of 1:4 to 1:5. Through the action of the engine, all moving
engine parts are provided with a thin permanent sliding layer, which prevents metal-on-metal
friction.

The engine should have its oil and filter changed at the same time. (Do not leave an old fil-
ter, as its oil sump can bind Power plus particles that are needed for the engine coating).

After draining the old oil and changing the filter, first fill the engine with the appropriate amount of Power plus and
then fill up with normal oil up to the optimum mark on the dipstick. The engine should be warm during this process.

For gearbox and differential oil, which is left permanently, 1/4 of the respective quantity is removed and replaced
with Power plus. It is important to shake Power plus vigorously before each removal to ensure even distribution.
Because of the high reduction in friction caused by Power plus, it must never be filled into automatic gearboxes,
but only into manual gearboxes!

After filling Power plus into the engine, it is advisable to immediately drive the vehicle a distance or to let the engi-
ne run at idle for half an hour. The excellent properties that Power plus imparts to all machines and aggregates beco-
me noticeable after only a few hours of operation: smoother running, diesel machines lose their harsh nail noise, the
machines become more and more rev-happy.

Contact address:
Endotronic GmbH, Rosenhalde 8, 88260 Argenbühl, Tel.: +49 (07566) 465, endotronic@web.de, 
www.endotronic-gmbh.de           Also available via the editorial office!

Power plus (88 Euro/
Fr.) amortisiert sich
rasch.
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The comparison

Inge Schneider compared their
latest licensed version of a 1 MW
tube, 42 cm high and 15 cm in dia-
meter, with other alternative tech-
nologies. On the way here, they
saw a heavy transport with a wind
energy rotor blade 80 metres long.
Such a turbine produces the same

amount of energy as Dr Marukhin's
1 MW tube. On the other hand, to
achieve 1 MW through solar ener-
gy, one needs one and a half foot-
ball fields full of solar panels.
However, Dr. V. V. Marukhin's 1 MW

tube still has to be equipped with a
DC-DC and a DC-AC inverter and
installed in a container. Neverthe-
less, the material used for this 1
MW system is minimal compared to
other alternative technologies,
which, moreover, only work tempo-
rarily: when wind or sun are availa-
ble.

At the same time, she informed
about the already mentioned mee-
ting on 26 August in Frankfurt,
where 25 entrepreneurs came
together to discuss cooperation for
the implementation of this technolo-
gy. Among them was Dr.-Ing. V.
Koutienkov from Moscow, who had
already built dozens of such devi-
ces for other licensees. The inten-
tion was to commission him to build
1 MW units, which would be under
the supervision of Dr. V. V. Maruk-
hin. Unfortunately, this plan had to
be abandoned after the conference
when it became clear that in the
current political situation, equip-
ment from Russia could not be
exported to Europe. 

At this entrepreneurs' meeting, it
was decided to establish the Europe-
an NET Forum ENF, which in turn will
contribute to the implementation of
this and other technology.  

Inge Schneider introduced Bart
Berten, who has promoted this tech-
nology in Belgium and won over rich

entrepreneurs for it. As collateral, he
gave his houses as a pledge. When
he told them this, they would have
told him, "Welcome to the club of
those who give everything for free
energy." They count themselves
among them, of course.

Bart Berten then explained his
strategy for implementing the tech-

nology: In years
of work, he has
built up contacts
with rich entre-
preneurs who
want to use this
technology in
their energy-
intensive busi-
nesses.

On the other
hand, it is of great
concern to him to
let the "man in the
street" participate
in this technology
with various con-
cepts.

In a later issue,
we will publish
more about this in
agreement with
Bart Berten. 

Inge Schneider compares Dr. V. V.
Marukhin's 1 MW tube with wind and
solar plants, which require much more
material (grey energy) to achieve the
same output.

Dipl.-Ing. Bart Berten, CEO of the com-
pany PED Tech Sense LLC, which
bought the Belgium sub-licence, not
only has contacts with rich entrepre-
neurs who want to use the technology
in their businesses, but he also wants
to make sure that the "man in the
street" can enjoy it.

The audience responded enthusiastically to Bart Berten's explanations.
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Impressions in pictures

Stefan Ressler shows the youngest con-
gress participant how to accompany Willy
Mohorn's song with the rattle.

Filmmaker Roxana Vossough, who recor-
ded some sequences of the congress.

Michael Zimonic has ventured up the high ladder to hang the posters of the
Tesla exhibition.

Dr Florian König's stand with the devices
against radiation exposure is very busy.

The newly published book "Grundlagen und Praxis der Freien Ener-
gie" (Fundamentals and Practice of Free Energy) by Harald Chmela
and Wolfgang Wiedergut was of particular interest to the congress

During the coffee break, the guests like to stretch
their feet outside in the park.

The Tesla exhibition was enjoyed by young and old.

After the mental exertion of listening to the lectures, participants enjoy food and conversation.
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Attentive audience during the lecture by Ing. Wilhelm Mohorn.

Roland Gumpert came to the congress with
his methanol- or electrically-powered van.
Inscription: "Drive electric without limits!

Photo: Roberto Reuter

Delicious cake buffet on Sunday for cof-
fee break.

Closing picture of the speakers still present at the end of the congress on Sunday.

Roland Gumpert is delighted with
the gift from Switzerland.

Kissing is allowed: Left: Inge Schneider with
Roberto Reuter, right: Renate Quehenberg with
Adolf Schneider. Left: Andi Daniel at the piano.
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Sunday programme

Adolf Schneider welcomed the
new guests and gave a programme
overview. Gerhard Steinbrunner, who
had wanted to speak about his Tesla-
Lakhovsky induction therapy device,
had to cancel because he had an
accident. Instead, Hans-Jürgen
Klaussner was now given the oppor-
tunity to present his new money

system. In addition, Dr Florian König
was able to talk about his new protec-
tion concepts against radiation and
electrosmog.

For the time being, Inge Schnei-
der introduced Sunday with a
quote from the recently deceased
Dr. Helmut Hüsgen: "According to
the latest findings of quantum phy-
sics, there are neither boundaries
nor matter, because ultimately
everything is energy and vibration.
Otherwise it would be incompre-
hensible that information shows
effects that cannot be explained
from a purely material point of
view. Light and energy are immor-
tal. They are the source of existen-
ce and come from God, the origi-
nator of all life.

Referring to conversations on the
fringes of the Congress, she explai-
ned that they do not have any enemy
images, not even against the Illumi-
nati, the Freemasons or Klaus
Schwab or the Vatican etc.. They
have friends everywhere. As an
example, she mentioned the Vatican

Bank, which is always being railed
against in insider circles. They were
friends in Switzerland with a rich ent-
repreneur with contacts to the Vati-
can Bank, who told them that he
could distribute a Free Energy tech-
nology to all worldwide parishes
under the protection of the Catholic
Church or the Vatican Bank, so to
speak. This statement was met with
warm applause from the participants
(just as on the sidelines of the con-
gress many participants praised Inge
for her "courage" in mentioning the
name of God).

The latest GAIA projects for
home use

Roberto Reuter informed that
GAIA stands for self-sufficiency and
lives and works according to the

motto: "Together we succeed where
the individual is denied." 

In addition to the energy theme,
GAIA deals with the topics of health,
nutrition, medicine, following Geb-
hard Keckeis' insight that nature has
simple solutions in store. Magnetic
motors had always been at the top of
their to-do list, for example that of the
Turkish inventor Muammer Yildiz,
with whom a collaboration had been
planned since 2013. 

In 2019, Muammer Yildiz wanted
to run a 7.5-kW magnetic motor for
three days in Belluno/Italy. But after

about six hours, the motor had to be
shut down because of a problem with
the unbalance. Unfortunately, the
inventor was not willing to accept
their help to solve the problem. He

returned to Turkey with the generator
and then had to undergo two heart
operations. Further work is blocked.  

In the case of the magnetic motor
from Infinity SAV in South Korea,
which the GAIA experts had seen in
operation at least 80 times, there was
a different problem: the inventor Andrii
Slobodian died in a fire accident in
2019. Since he built all the compo-
nents by hand and therefore progres-
sed only slowly and kept having finan-
cial problems, he sold the 1-kW gene-
rator because he urgently needed
money.

On Sunday morning, Inge Schneider cal-
led for no enemy stereotypes.

Roberto Reuter with a fascinating insight into a coil of the Infinity magnetic motor by
Andrii Slobodian.

Magnetic motor by Muammer Yildiz with a
nominal power of 7.5 kW.
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Parts of the Plexiglas prototype were
destroyed in the fire. Numerous parts
are at GAIA in Vienna. Out of eighteen
worldwide distributors, sixteen have
come together to pursue the develop-
ment, but this is dragging on. These
include distributors from Japan, Austra-
lia, D-A-CH countries, Finland, etc.
Currently, the distributors are busy
rebuilding the successor model, which
hopefully will be ready soon.  Robert
Reich from GAIA Energy GmbH has
invested a lot of heart and soul. It was
difficult to always reorient oneself.

The hydrogen project for domestic
use from Asia, in which GAIA is coope-

rating with the inventor, is promi-
sing. Since the patent has not yet
been published, Roberto can say
little about it. Only this: neither fos-
sil fuels are needed nor CO2 emit-
ted, it can be successfully reprodu-
ced and scaled up. Decentralised
reservoirs for households with high
potential for self-sufficiency are
planned.

The projects of Holger T. Schu-
bart from the Neutrino Group are
also in line with GAIA's self-suffi-
ciency motto for households.
Roberto Reuter extended a gree-
ting message to the participants. 

When asked by participants what
had happened to the Rosch 5 kW
uplift power plant for GAIA mem-
bers, Roberto Reuter replied that
the project partner had cancelled
the contract after the order quantity
had been reached. 

https://gaia-energy.org

Agnihotra fire - ritual for
environmental purification
and healing

Stephan Wiethaler from the Homa-
Hof in Heiligenberg/DE introduced
his lecture with a film about the Agni-
hotra fire, which showed that this
"sacred fire" in combination with the
chanting of a mantra has a great
effect on living beings and plants. It is
said to be a fire technique that is
thousands of years old and comes
from the Vedas, with certain ingre-
dients and a prescribed ritual. The
fire radiates into the atmosphere and
the cosmos, and the energy returns

to the earth and its living beings. In
1974 this ritual came to Germany and
spread in Europe through writings
and an exchange of experiences.
The organic agriculture of the Wie-
thalers Homa farm was optimised by
Agnihotra and caused increased
growth of vegetables, fruits, salads
without the use of pesticides. 

The Agnihotra fire also brought an
improvement to the bark beetle-
infested forest, with the pests disap-
pearing after one week. Vintners cul-
tivate their vineyards and beekee-
pers their apiaries without using
pesticides thanks to the Agnihotra
fire. Kirlian photographs and Dr.

Roberto Reuter extended a message of greetings from Holger T. Schubart of the Neu-
trino Group in Berlin.

Promising hydrogen project from Asia.

Blood count before and ten minutes after exposure to Agnihotra fire.
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Emoto's crystal pictures make the
effect visible. The ash from the Agni-
hotra fire also neutralises the
radioactively contaminated soil in
Fukushima. This was also shown by
soil samples from Chernobyl. 

In children with HIV/Aids, the Agni-
hotra fire caused a reduction of the
viruses after one year. In one case,
the application of Agnihotra ointment
prevented a foot amputation after
three weeks. 

It is not a religion, but an ancient
knowledge of mankind. Seminars
were also attended by nuns and sol-
diers. Stephan Wiethaler informed
that they send 8 tons of pressed cow
dung per year from the Homa farm.
Even a pinch of ash from the Agniho-
tra fire is very energetic and detoxify-
ing. 

At the end of August, a Homa
meeting is held on the Homa farm
with up to four hundred participants,
with a wonderful atmosphere. In
response to a question from the
audience, Stephan Wiethaler said
that the fire was more effective than
the ashes, but that the ashes were
good against electrosmog. This was

also confirmed by Dr Florian König,
whose scientific measuring instru-
ments had shown amazing results
with ash. 

To Willy Mohorn's question whet-
her air ionisation is increased, Ste-
phan Wiethaler answered in the affir-
mative, referring to the Agnihotra
journal.

https://agnihotra-online.com/de/

Using gravity as a driving
force

Josef Mühl developed a device
that uses gravity as the driving
energy and in which, after one
cycle, the potential energy is about
20% higher than the energy expen-
ded. He already presented this devi-
ce at the congress on 18/19 Sep-
tember, where several engineers
were able to look inside beforehand
and see that there was no motor or
battery installed.

Josef Mühl explained that he had
studied free-energy devices for ten
years and had partly copied them,
without success. On 22 April 2022,
while working in the garden, he had
the idea for this device, which he
immediately built. He refers to the
study of natural energies, the four
elements, gravitation, levitation,
Paracelsus and Hermes Trismegi-
stos. He has ideas for further deve-

lopment and ultimately wants to use
this device to drive a generator.

He is keen to build everything him-
self and put his ideas into practice,
but this can also be a team effort. 

The presentation earned warm
applause. One explained that this
device would prove the function of
the Bessler wheel. 

HuMan economy as a coun-
ter-strategy to the central
banking model

After Gerhard Steinbrunner had to
cancel due to an accident, the organiser
gave the Swiss financial expert Hans-
Jürgen Klaussner - until then "only" a
congress participant - the opportunity to
present his alternative money system
(he also called it the "Gelt system"
because it is not only about money but
also about values, services and com-
modity exchange of services and pro-
ducts). It was - according to the subtitle
of the lecture - "the end of the credit
monopoly and the greatest system
change of all times".

On the internet one can read that he
had long distinguished himself in Swit-
zerland, Germany and Austria as a
money system innovator and lateral
thinker. 

The now 70-year-old market specia-
list for saturated markets - to which his
three HuMan economics books refer -

Stephan Wiethaler is a living example of
the harmony and balance that the Agni-
hotra ritual is meant to facilitate.

The ingredients needed for an Agnihotra
fire: Fire vessel, rice, ghee, cow dung,
instructions, matches.

Josef Mühl shows his device in which a ball moves as if by magic from the left, lower hole to
the right, higher hole. Energy gain: approx. 20%.
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launched his popular initiative to "elimi-
nate the money shortage" on 8 April
2022. He predicted as early as 1996
that the "capitalist economic and inte-
rest-money system" was at its end and
had already reached its ceiling by gene-
ral market saturation. In fact, it was an
unfair and antisocial system of central
and big banks, in which banks enriched
themselves through credit and the inte-
rest economy.

The speaker also distinguished him-
self as a system innovator in the Coro-
na crisis, as he appeared on 4 October
2020 at an anti-Corona demonstration
in Constance together with the well-
known book author and speaker Kle-
mens Kuby. 

He also said in his speech at the
congress that a bank crash is to be
expected and that a large number of
bank branches will soon be closed
because they are no longer needed
as lenders with central e-money (E
= electronic of the central banks).
After that, nothing would be the
same as before. The central banks
would no longer need village banks
and certainly not "savings banks".
The CBDC-providing central banks
will no longer need physical money
in the future. 

Klaussner's EUROWEG also only
needs the services and goods of
working people to establish a Gelt
system (with t because it comes
from gelten) of the future, without
central banks. The monopolised
central banks would be a disconti-
nued model and would be replaced

by the decentralised EUROWEG
service clearing centres with only
10,000 accounts each (old bank
money and new commodity credit
gelt). His new EUROWEG moneta-
ry system is the only solution and a
weapon against the centralist
monopolism of the central banks,
which have never been subordinate
to the state and conduct their mone-
tary policy independently according
to the NWO elite. 

Practically all states - with the
exception of Switzerland - are high-
ly indebted with more than 120% of
GDP and are therefore under the
orders of the money elite. Central
banks are gigantic monopolies that
pursue the world-government goals
of the financial elite according to
Klaus Schwab and want to imple-
ment them by 2030. They leave the
man in the street standing in the
void with a pittance of "basic inco-
me" so that they can continue to
rule the state and its politicians as
vassals in the debt trap. They have
been doing this for over 50 years.
The Corona dictatorship is proof
that our politicians are only vassals
of the monopoly banks' money
system.

Why has the EUROWEG belt system
not yet caught on?

No other global renewal movement
would have such a strong wind blowing
against it. A Russian economic attaché
would have told him in 2001 that if he
could publicise his HuMan economic
system on Russian television, it would
immediately trigger a revolution.

Since 2005/2016, he has developed
the EUROWEG software for saturated
markets. It is the basis of a barter

society with an integrated e-shop that
will not need money in the future. The
accounts of his software would belong
to each individual.

He informed that he also produces
the crystal water that detoxifies the
body and thus also cleanses the mind
and sensitises people to change the
system. 

Although he is Swiss, he has
founded a party in Austria and the-
refore also has an account where
he can accept bank deposits. To
partners, for example, he sells sha-
res starting at Fr. 1,000 for his
European Capital Trust AG (EURO-
WEG clearing software depart-
ment). The income and dividends
for the shareholders come from the
sale of the software licences, which
he also offers to the now redundant
banks as a new business model
after the zero interest period.

The future therefore belongs to e-
banking with his EUROWEG software -
see www.euroweg.net .

With his system, people could say
goodbye to the banking system. His
software has been around since 2005,
was renewed in 2016 and is currently
being completely upgraded to the latest
technology. 

Banks see a great future for his soft-
ware, "but they are not allowed to
change over yet". Only when they
have lost their old banking licence
due to bankruptcy will they be for-
ced to switch to EUROWEG. That
would take another two to seven
years. We would see it happen,
even if the bankers thought they
could delay their logical bankruptcy
for another 30 years.

A core issue of the EUROWEG soft-
ware, he said, was the legal protec-
tion of profits, because the state
had committed itself in the constitu-
tion to safeguarding general pro-
sperity and promoting equality of
opportunity. This can never be
achieved with the capitalism and
gigantism of the banks and central
banks, so they must be banned as
enemies of the Swiss Federal Con-
stitution according to Article 2.

In the HuMan economy without a
lack of goods through the exchange of
goods, one allows oneself and others to
make an honest profit, because only
those who allow others to do so can

Hans-Jürgen Klaussner and Clemens
Kuby at the anti-Corona demonstration in
Constance on 4 October 2020.

Hans-Jürgen Klaussner represents his
HuMan money system confidently and
with vehemence.
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also make profits themselves and thus
live decently in prosperity. This is possi-
ble worldwide because we can now
install this system in the time of globali-
sation and the information age as a
counter-model to the central bank con-
cept of Klaus Schwab of the WEF and
his clients as free citizens. The speaker
called for people to start by opening
accounts at

www.euroweg.net  
In the discussion, someone

asked who would supervise the
administration of the new monetary
system? Hans-Jürgen Klaussner
answered ironically that if one ans-
wered: "Rothschild", one would
have no problem. With EUROWEG,
he said, the individual is his own
independent money creator, not the
system. There are many who join in
and who in turn get friends and rela-
tives to join in. The WEG clearing
account belongs to the individual.
The integrated bankruptcy insuran-
ce secures the credit on goods and
there is no longer any possibility of
a supplier going bankrupt. 

One participant understood that with
the WEG system there was no more
shrinkage money or debt money. The
question was, however, what would the
grandmother do if she had no service to
offer?

The speaker answered that many
such people are needed as consum-
ers. For example, he gives Africa a
blank credit to buy the surplus of
unsaleable goods from Europe that
are sitting around and are used
there. Without long-term credit,
these goods will only rust. The fact
that he is 70 years old and Swiss is
considered a bonus in Africa, but his
goal is for all mankind to be provided
for and to be able to live in prosperi-
ty without scarcity. Money as a pro-
duct is always in shortage and thus
a means of power for the monopoly
money elite. EUROWEG-Gelt as
pure accounting knows no shortage
and the world can produce all goods
in abundance. What is still missing
today is a Gelt system for the just
distribution of this abundance. The
HuMan economy was created for
this purpose.

www.HuMan-Bewegung.ch Schweiz
und Österreich

www.euroweg.net 

Driving with up to 50%
added water

After this excursion into a new finan-
cial system, it felt quite good to deal with
a practical technical development. Sven
Mund had already presented his HHO
kit at the Stuttgart Congress. Since his

HHO installation workshops were pres-
ented in No. 3/4 of the "NET Journal "7
, these activities had exploded and he
was practically no longer active in his
normal work as an IT and finance
expert. He had not yet been able to ans-
wer all emails and was constantly recei-
ving requests to conduct workshops.
He had agreed with the Ireland supplier
of a HHO kit that no more than five peo-
ple should take part in each workshop
so that each participant would be well
informed. The normal price for the
installation of a HHO kit in a car is 1'500
Euros, he offers it for 1'245 Euros with
"NET-Bonus" including chip. Without
chip, the installation costs 975 euros.
Anyone can obtain a generator for their
own experiments for 275 euros, inde-
pendent of the workshops. At this con-
gress, he also installed the HHO kit in
two participants' cars. 

The optimisation or saving of oil in oil
heating systems with HHO kits is plan-
ned. In this regard, Sven Mund has con-
tacted Dr. Florian König.

Enquiries about the installation of
HHO generators in cars can be directed
to:

www.fahrenmitwasser.de/NET 

Neutralisation of harmful
radiation

The radiation researcher Dr. Sc.
Florian König had registered as an
exhibitor, but due to the omission of a
speaker, he was able to present his
self-developed systems under the title
"Two ways for a bioconform climate".
WLAN and mobile phones are opera-
ted at maximum frequencies, which is
harmful to human organisms. 

In Switzerland, a field study with
Swisscom had been planned for 2021,
which fell through because of Corona.
Adolf Schneider interjected that the
Minister of Health, Federal Councillor
Alain Berset, had just opposed the

installation of a 5G antenna near his
house, which was very explosive after
all. This was all over the press, inclu-
ding the fact that his federal office is
still informing the population that 5G is
not harmful. 

On the one hand, says Dr König, he
has developed systems to neutralise
such radiation, such as the MHR
tubes, on the other hand, it is about the
targeted use of natural sferics radia-
tion, for example, in the form of the fair-
weather device that anyone can hang
around their neck. A study was con-
ducted with the University of Freiburg
and the Helmholtz Institute for 176,000
euros to measure weather sensitivity.

At his exhibition stand, one could
measure a person's weather sensiti-
vity within 40 seconds with the palm
measuring device. He also took mea-
surements before and after taking
Agnihotra ash. Using a projected dia-
gram of a lady, he presented the

Requests for Sven Mund to conduct
workshops on the installation of HHO
generators exploded after it became
apparent that the water additive could
save up to 50% fuel
.

Dr. Sc. Florian König with his multi-cham-
ber tubes for neutralising harmful radiation,
even from 5G.
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improvement in the condition of the
organs. 

All in all, the discussion also sho-
wed the importance of Florian Köni-
g's work in the current radiation-pollu-
ted world.www.sferics.eu

Spirit Vitalizer vortex device

Even before his short presenta-
tion, Manfred Pammer had set up
his water vortex light column, which
harmonised the atmosphere in the
hall through the changing play of
colours - according to Manfred
Pammer, the colours correspond to
the chakras.

Manfred Pammer explained that
he had started developing the water
vortex device twenty-five years ago
and that he had been helped by the
observation that people best rechar-

ge their batteries in nature, at a
waterfall, stream or lake. 

Healing springs also inspired him
to develop this device.

This one took two and a half
years of work and has now been
functioning for twenty years. The
devices are not only beautiful, but
also effective and absorb and opti-
mise harmful energies, which is
proven by crystal images. There

are three sizes of such devices.
Healing stones can also be placed
on the vortex device and their ener-
gy is then spread throughout the
room. Plants in the vicinity thrive
excellently. The radius of action is
15 m. In response to a question
from the audience, Manfred Pam-
mer said that the largest water
column costs 5,000 euros, the
middle one 3,000 euros.

wasser-wirbel-licht-saeule.htm

Visualisation of higher-
dimensional spaces 

It was a challenge for the partici-
pants to follow the explanations of
the artistic researcher, Dr.phil. Mag.
art. Renate Quehenberg from Vien-
na. 

Using 3D animations, she present-
ed her hypereuclidean geometry,
which she claims is only rediscove-
red and represents the ancient hig-
her-dimensional knowledge from the
ancient Egyptians via Pythagoras
and Plato, according to which the
cosmos is a living being.

The understanding of higher-
dimensional geometry helps us to
better understand physical systems -

such as those of free energy - espe-
cially since higher-dimensional spa-
ces (D > 3) are to be thought in
motion.

She refers to Gustav T. Fechner,
who already in 1846 described how
the space of four dimensions
sweeps over us, so that we find
ourselves in a new space at every
moment.

Renate Quehenberg's visualisa-
tion clearly shows that Plato meant
by the 5th element, what Aristotle
calls the quintessence, the building
blocks of 5-dimensional space, which
in combination results in the dodeca-
hedron and also that 4-dimensional
moving dodecahedron space that
Henri Poincaré still proposed as a
model for the universe. In any case,
we need a new world view, because
according to Plato and Poincaré we
live in a dodecahedron universe that
functions like a perpetual motion
machine. This is precisely the cosmic
energy that is the subject of the con-
gress.

Adolf Schneider thanked this
demanding presentation by saying
that the participants had gained
insights into geometry, mathematics
and still unknown fields.

Manfred Pammer with his water vortex
device. The water vortex constantly chan-
ges colours over the entire rainbow spec-
trum.

Penrose tilling (tilling = parcelling, parquetising) is the pattern of the golden section in
the plane.
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The surprise guest

Inge Schneider introduced the
eagerly awaited surprise guest by
saying that there is always criticism
that too much theory and too little
practice, too much software and too
little hardware is shown at congres-
ses. Even if the final guest also nee-
ded words for his presentation, the
participants could be sure: he repres-
ented hardware like hardly anyone
else!

The title of Dipl.-Ing. Roland Gum-
pert's presentation perfectly matched
the congress theme: "Limitless elec-
tric driving". As soon as he stepped
onto the podium, he was greeted with
warm applause. He informed the
audience that the methanol he uses
is produced from gas. This means
that with the help of a fuel cell, it is
possible to drive electrically indefini-
tely. 

This is actually a revolution, he
said, but politicians and car com-
panies today are increasingly con-
centrating only on electric mobili-
ty. 

His process can be used to power
lorries, cars, ships and aeroplanes,
whereas e-mobility would have its
limits. 

The van pictured above can be
refuelled in 5 minutes and covers the
distance Munich-Graz and back

purely electrically, without refuelling
and without emissions.

He was convinced that the Gum-
pert Power Cell and green methanol
are the future of CO2-neutral mobili-
ty. Every petrol station can be con-
verted to methanol for little cost. It
does not burden the power grid
because it produces the electricity
itself. Methanol is also biodegrada-
ble. 

The above-mentioned drive was
accompanied by TV and TÜV. The
methanol consumption was 14.5
litres/100 km. In 2017 he founded
the racing car division, and in
2022 Gumpert Automobile in Den-
mark.

Despite - or perhaps because of
- the successes, he faces a lot of
headwind. Quote: "Bayer needs
no justification!" The hydrogen
lobby and the e-lobby are also
against him. Yet the future
belongs to methanol, which is so
easy to use: 1. fill up with metha-
nol, 2. methanol is converted into
electricity, 3. drive in a CO2-neu-
tral way without limits. What is
also needed is a 5 kW fuel cell,
electricity and hot water. 

In 2019, there was a smart proof
that was viewed 5.5 million times.
This was scheduled for presentation
at the Geneva Motor Show, but was

cancelled due to corona. In respon-
se, he and his team have moved to
small trucks, but the Smart can still
be ordered, he said. 

The discussion was lively and it
turned out that the organiser had
guessed right with this surprise
guest, even more so when Roland
Gumpert's methanol-powered Mer-
cedes transporter could be admired
in front of the hotel. In any case, it
was a fascinating conclusion to a
congress that will be the talk of the
town in the future.
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Dipl.-Ing. Roland Gumpert presented his methanol car, which produces an infinite amount of electrical energy thanks to the use of
a fuel cell.


